
PLS 101 - Lecture 9

Letís see where we were here.  We were talking about the different origins 
of political attitude.  Way up on high heat here.  Iím turning it way down.  
You guys get cold, let me know.  We were talking about the different 
influences or the different, quote, ìagents of political socialization.î  We 
mentioned the role of family, oneís religion, gender.  Also talked about 
education.  How that influences peopleís political attitudes and views.  The 
role of race.  Differences between African Americans and whites, and 
similarities as well.  Geographic regions.

So then that brings us up to the next point I want to talk about and that 
is when we start talking about agents of political socialization.  Thereís 
another term that political scientists deal with.  This is the idea of 
political culture and itís a very simple concept.  When you think about 
culture, you know, in a society, this is basically one of those subcultures.  
This is a political subculture, you might say.  Itís basically the elements of 
our culture that deal specifically with our political system and how we think 
about politics.  

And what I just want to do to start off today was just simply mention a 
few of the basic elements of political culture and talk about some of those 
things.  And that is basically how we as society, how we in our political 
culture, value ó have certain values about certain aspects or how we value 
certain aspects and different kinds of things to place priority on in our 
culture.  And so I just wanted to throw some of these things up here to you.

When we think about political culture and our shared values and beliefs, 
one of sort of the underlying elements of our political culture is this idea 
of individual liberty.  And, of course, a lot of this will be sort of self-
explanatory.  But itís the idea that we all believe that people ought to have 
the right to do as they choose, right?  Especially if you donít hurt anybody 
else.  But we should be free to pretty much do as we please and we should 
have, again, some of these basic freedoms that are outlined in the 
Constitution should apply to us today, of course.  So individual liberty is a 
very important component that sort of under-girds our political culture and is 
a very important element of that.

Another one is individual responsibility.  The idea here is that we are 
responsible for our own actions and our own well-beings.  We all think about 
pulling ourselves up by our bootstraps kind of thing ó you know, weíre 
responsible for our actions.  Again, another kind of ó this idea of 
individualism coming into play in our culture.

Let me throw a couple of other ones here.  Equality.  We all believe in 
equality, donít we?  Equality is a very important thing.  Thereís actually a 
couple of different types of equality that I want to talk about, political 
equality versus economic equality, and talk specifically about how our culture 
ó our political culture or tradition is different from those of other 
countries here with regard to these things.

When I say political equality, what Iím saying essentially is that we 
ought to have the same vote.  Like one person, one vote.  We ought to all have 
the same ó relatively the same kind of influence in our political system.  
Itís not like, for example, your vote should count twice as mine because you 
happen to be white, wealthy, or whatever distinction you want to put.  But the 
idea in terms of political equality is that all of us should have the same 
type of level of representation or the same kind of impact on our political 
system, and that not one person should have more influence than anyone else.  



Everyone ought to have an equal chance of having their views heard.
Now, economic equality says basically that ó what that would suggest is 

that everyone should basically be roughly the same level of economic ó have 
the same level of economic contribution or be rewarded to the same level 
economically as anybody else.  Relatively what weíre talking about here is 
that the level of relative wealth should be fairly similar and spread across 
our society.

Now, hereís what I want to ask you.  Two things here.  Thatís the idea of 
economic equality and political equality.  Do we really believe in economic 
equality?  Iím not suggesting here that we do.  Iím just pointing this thing 
out.  Do we believe that everyone should be paid entirely the same wage or do 
we think itís okay for someone to make, you know, twenty times, a hundred 
times more than somebody else does?  Even with the same level of education.  
What do we believe?  Do you agree?  Do we have a problem with that?  Do we 
have a problem with economic inequality?  If two people start out here at the 
same point and one person becomes very successful ó they have their own 
website company or something like that and they end up making a lot of money 
where this person here has the same kind of education but they are basically 
above the poverty line, do we as a society have a problem with that?  Do we as 
a society ó thatís correct.  We do not.  Do we as a society have a problem 
with the fact that the CEO of a company in a corporation like McDonaldís makes 
a thousand times more than the person whoís hired to work the french fry 
basket?  Do we have a problem with that?

So would it be fair to say ó now, let me ask you this.  Talking about 
political equality.  Do we believe that some people ought to have more of a 
right to exercise influence or more influence in our political system than 
somebody else?  In other words, if I make more money than you do and I give 
more money to campaigns in contributions, shouldnít I have more say in how the 
laws are made?  Shouldnít I have more influence over legislators to make sure 
that the laws that are passed suit me?  Do I have the right to do that?

[Inaudible student response]
Thatís exactly what I was looking for.  You shouldnít but you probably do.  

We as Americans in a lot of ways do not like the fact that there are some 
differences here.  Well, first of all, we definitely believe very strongly in 
the idea that ó we are willing to tolerate economic inequality, right, like 
weíve just said.  Are we willing to tolerate political inequality.  When I say 
political inequality, what Iím suggesting here, for example, is that someone 
who makes a lot of money has the right and the ability to exercise a lot more 
influence in terms of the way things are done and the way things are than 
someone who has a lot less wealth or so forth.  In other words, I have more 
money, I make more contributions, maybe Iím more knowledgeable about the 
political system.  So should we therefore allow that person to have more 
influence in terms of how things are done?  And thatís what Elizabeth says in 
a lot of ways.  We may have a problem with that but it certainly does happen, 
doesnít it?  I mean, do people who have more and more say and more influence 
in society have a greater impact on our political system?

Look at the salaries of legislators, for example.  Members of Congress.  
Where do they come from or how much money do they have?  You know, youíll see 
a lot of politicians who have a very ó who have a lot of wealth ó you know, 
connections and backgrounds.  George W. Bush, for example.  What was he doing 
before he entered politics, do you know?  Texas Rangers.  One of the co-owners 
of the Texas Rangers.  Thatís right.  And, of course, he comes from a lot of 
money where his family made oil, and so forth. 



So we as a society ó I want you to understand ó I think a fair reading 
would be to suggest that we donít like the idea of political inequality but it 
certainly does happen.  I mean, if you look at, for example, the role of 
interest groups in our society ó and weíre gonna talk about that later on.  
But interest groups are, I think, a very real, living embodiment of how people 
who have connections and particularly economic connections and wealth can have 
a much greater role in terms of how the laws are, the laws that are on the 
books.  If you look at, for example, the role of the medical profession and 
the role of the American Medical Association, AMA, and its influence in our 
political system is a good example, perhaps, of this idea at work.

So while we at least may not like the idea of political inequality, it 
certainly does happen here in our society.  I think, by and large, as 
Americans weíre probably more willing to tolerate economic inequality than 
political inequality, but clearly both kinds of inequalities do exist.  You 
guys agree with that?  Okay.  I mean, I think thatís a reasonable way of 
looking at this.

So again, equality is important.  This whole idea of equality is a very 
important undercurrent in our society.  We all believe in equality.  Look at 
the Constitution and references to equality abound.  But at the same time, 
what type of equality are we talking about?  Weíre really talking more about 
political equality.  One person has the right to have one vote and so forth.  
So at least on paper or at least the way things should be, we certainly 
believe in political equality much more than economic equality, but we also 
have to recognize that both forms of inequality do exist and we are very much 
willing to tolerate both.

I say that because if you compare that to some other countries, some 
western European countries, for example, they believe that the level of 
inequality ó of economic inequality should not be that great or that vast.  
They are not as willing to tolerate economic inequality to the same level that 
we are.  But again, it does speak to some interesting issues about equality 
and really what kinds of equality we really mean by that.

Faith in democracy.  We all believe in faith in democracy.  I donít really 
need to say a whole lot more about that.  We believe in the fact that 
democratic institutions and democratic political systems are the best.  Thatís 
why we try to export democracy.  Thatís part of the reason why we, of course, 
are in the middle of our engagement in Iraq, is to provide a democratic 
example over in the Middle East.  Because we believe that regimes in countries 
and societies that are established upon democratic principles are more stable.  
They tend to be better for the people and tend to be more stable.  Theyíre 
better trading partners.  And thereís a lot of reasons why it serves U.S. 
interests to help promote democracy overseas.  That reflects our own 
underlying and abiding faith in democracy.

Besides that, let me give you another one here: civic duty.  And thatís 
just the idea that we ought to take our community affairs seriously, that we 
ought to participate in various civic affairs and in politics.  And again, we 
think thatís important.  You know, everyone believes itís important to vote, 
right?  Do you all believe itís all important to vote?  Of course you do.  
Again, thatís part of our culture.  We believe that voting and playing a role 
in civic affairs is important.  The whole idea of the public affairs theme of 
this university, in some respects, reflects this type of element of our 
political culture of civic duty.  We believe that we ought to look at 
ourselves not as individuals in a vacuum or on an island, but rather as 
citizens in the community.  That through our actions we have a profound impact 



on the lives and destiny of others.  And we should look at ourselves with that 
kind of orientation and thatís what helps to build stronger communities and is 
better for our society.  So we do that.

Now again, sort of looking at faith versus action, per se.  Do we all take 
this as seriously as we should?  Again, thereís a lot of readings that suggest 
perhaps not to the extent that we should.  Let me ask you a quick question 
here ó and the camera will not be looking at you.  How many of you voted in 
the 2004 presidential election?  Just curious.  Wow.  If I had ó Iím very 
impressed.  If I had taken this poll back a few years ago ó you know, for the 
last 2000 election ó it would not have been as high.  Thatís actually pretty 
good.  But again, this is an example of ó voting is a good example of, I 
think, the reason why you vote is because you want to have an impact on the 
outcome of the election.

Along the same lines, this idea of political efficacy.  I can go ahead and 
speak about that as well.  Why did you vote for your candidate?  What did you 
decide to go to the trouble and vote to begin with?  Did somebody force you to 
go vote?  Of course not.  Why did you vote?  Because, as we said, you wanted 
to have an impact, right?  You thought that your vote would make a difference.  
Did your vote make a difference?  Would anybody disagree with that?  Why 
didnít your vote make a difference?  Well, so therefore the lesson is donít 
vote Democrat, right?  No, no.  For those of you who voted Republican, Iím 
sure youíre probably saying, ìYes, my vote did make a difference.î  But the 
idea, though, a lot of people sometimes donít vote and the participation rate 
has historically been pretty low.  This election was a little bit different 
and turnout was actually a little bit better this time than it normally is.  
Weíre gonna be talking about that in Chapter 5, about voting behavior and 
political participation.

But the idea of political efficacy is ó getting back to the point here ó 
is that political efficacy is ó you remember what we said before?  Political 
efficacy is this idea that we can have an impact on our system.  I guarantee 
you that not all of you would have raised your hands and wouldíve gone to the 
trouble of voting if for some reason you didnít think you wouldíve had an 
impact on the outcome of the election.  Why go waste your time?  No oneís 
putting a gun to your head to go vote.  You voted because at least to some 
level you had a sense of political efficacy at work, saying ìI need to go out 
and vote.  My vote will make a difference.î  Thatís an example of political 
efficacy at work.  And that kind of goes hand in hand with civic duty.  Again, 
another element of our culture ó our political culture here.

Another one I think is very interesting is political tolerance.  This is 
the last one I want to talk about in terms of elements of our political 
culture.  And this is the idea that we should be tolerant of the rights of 
others.  Again, itís somewhat self-explanatory here.  The thing I wanted to 
point out here is to ask you what do you think about ó are we tolerant as a 
society or how have things changed over time?  First of all, let me ask you 
the first question.  Would you say that we are fairly tolerant of each other 
these days or not?  Letís just take a little vote ó and this is sort of a 
broad-based question here.  But how many of you think that by and large we as 
Americans are fairly tolerant of others with whom we disagree?  We disagree 
with their beliefs, their lifestyle, whatever it may be.  Are you ó hereís the 
question.  Do you think that we are more tolerant or less tolerant?  How many 
of you would say weíre probably more tolerant than less?  In other words, if 
that was the dividing line, how many of you would say weíre probably fairly 
tolerant?  Raise your hands.  Anybody?  Just one?  Let me make sure.  How many 



would say weíre not very tolerant today?  Wow.  Thatís interesting.  So 
different groups are expressing that the others are essentially intolerant, 
right?  One group will say, ìThis group over here is intolerant toward us.î  
This group over here will say, ìThis group is intolerant toward us.î  Is that 
right?

Have you ever heard people, for example, say ó I mean, let me just say 
this.  I find it amazing.  If I talk to a lot of Liberals, for example, I will 
ó and I should probably tell you Iím pretty moderate.  Iím in the middle of 
the road.  I canít make a decision which way to go.  Iím just right smack-dab 
luke-warm in the middle, right?  But really, the idea here is this.  If I talk 
to a lot of Liberals, they see a vast right-wing conspiracy to sort of ó you 
know, this ought to be a Republican, Christian nation.  I hear of lot of 
Liberals say, ìYou know, these Conservatives are just trying to take over 
America.î

Now, Iíll end up ó Iíll talk to a lot of Conservatives and Iíll ask them 
the same kinds of questions, and what do I hear?  Thereís this vast left-wing 
conspiracy and these Liberals are all trying to take over America.  Theyíre 
trying to undermine our traditional values.  Have you heard that before 
yourselves, by any chance?  Of course you have.  But I have to tell you this.  
I donít think you can have it both ways.  The reality is, in a lot of ways ó I 
mean, is it really a vast left-wing conspiracy going on or is it a vast right-
wing conspiracy going on?  I hear evidence and see evidence from both.  I 
donít see it can be clearly one way or the other.  Youíd think it would have 
to be one or the other, but Iím hearing both.  I think thatís kind of 
interesting in terms of that.  The point here, I think it depends upon your 
perspective.  If you tend to be on the right, you tend to see a conspiracy by 
those on the left or vice-versa.  If youíre on the left, you see conspiracy by 
those on the right.

Have we, over a period of time in the last 50 years, become more tolerant 
as a society?  What do you think?  Yes.  Absolutely.  Let me just give you an 
example.  In 1960, John F. Kennedy was running for president.  A lot of people 
were concerned about John F. Kennedy because ó does anybody know why?  He was 
Catholic.  And why would that be such a bad thing to have a Catholic as 
president?

[Inaudible student response]
Because basically the White House becomes the Vatican here in America, and 

basically the Pope begins to run the country.  That was the real fear.  Back 
in 1960, that was a real concern about John F. Kennedy.  He ended up being 
elected, but there was a real undercurrent of concern about do we want to have 
a Catholic in the White house?  If we do, the Pope will start calling all the 
shots here.  Today do we have a problem with the idea of a Catholic being 
president?  Not unless youíre John F. Kerry, right?  Just teasing.  But no.  
The idea here is ó the point here today is we would not have any problem at 
all with someoneís religious background necessarily ó as a Catholic, for 
example, being elected.

What about in terms of African Americans?  Again, 30 or 40 years ago, 
would we have had a problem with the idea of an African American being among 
the ó sitting in the highest court, the Supreme Court, with Thurgood Marshall, 
for example?  Before he was appointed, a lot of people had a lot of concerns 
about should you have an African American there.  Well, what about Colin 
Powell today, former Secretary of State, or Condoleeza Rice, now the current 
Secretary of State?  The last two Secretaries of State have been African 
American.  Do we have a problem with African Americans being Secretary of 



State?
What about a woman?  Do we have a problem with the idea of a woman running 

for President?  Can we elect a woman President?
[Inaudible student response]

It did not work for Shirley Chism.  Thatís very good.  Theyíve had some things 
on recently on PBS about Shirley Chism and her run for candidacy.  What about 
Geraldine Ferraro?  In 1984, I believe, she ran for ó she was on the 
Democratic ticket as a Vice President back in 1984.  I think today, again, 
weíre probably not as intolerant as we were back then.  I think that we have 
increasingly over time grown more and more tolerant of others.  

What about, for examples, gays and lesbians?  Would we have a ó if they 
decided to march somewhere downtown, would we have a problem with the idea of 
them applying for a license to march downtown?  Would we prevent them from 
getting that license?  I mean, probably not.  So I think in a lot of ways we 
have as a society over time become increasingly tolerant.  I think that 
Americans are more willing to vote, for example, for a Catholic or a Jew or an 
African American or a woman for President than they were many, many years ago.

But I will say this.  On the other hand, I think the average citizen would 
still have a real problem with a group ó for example, the Neo-Nazis or the Ku 
Klux Klan ó were they to try, for example, to get a permit to march downtown.  
Would people come out and protest their actions?  Absolutely.  In fact, I 
remember when I was going to school in Syracuse, a small town outside of 
Syracuse -- Auburn, New York ó every single year they had a Ku Klux Klan rally 
in Auburn, New York.  And the reason why they had Auburn, New York, as one of 
the places is because it was a major stopping point for the underground 
railroad back in the days of ó back in the 1800s, as a stopping point for 
former slaves, slaves trying to escape and become free.  And Auburn, New York, 
was seen as one of the places ó the representations of freedom.  And every 
single year when I was in school up there, they had the Ku Klux Klan marching 
in Auburn.  And I guarantee you thereíd be 20 times more people coming out in 
protest of that march than supporters of that march.  Every year at the 
University of Georgia thereíd be a ó it was right next to another county 
called Forsyth County and there would be a Ku Klux Klan rally in Forsyth 
County.  Again, thereíd be a lot of people coming out in protest and the ratio 
was ó you know, 10 to 1, 5 to 1, in terms of people who were opposed to what 
they were doing.

So what I want to suggest to you is that while I think we have become 
increasingly tolerant of other peopleís views, we ó and other peopleís 
backgrounds and so forth, we still remain highly intolerant of intolerance.  
You see the idea there?  Even though weíre increasingly tolerant, we still 
remain highly intolerant of intolerance.  When hate groups come out and they 
start espousing some of their viewpoints that we find very, very 
objectionable, weíre not really willing to give that much of a forum or much 
of an ear.  And so I think thatís an important thing to keep in mind.

The last thing Iíll say as far as this material is this idea of trusting 
government.  Do you think, by and large, most Americans have a fair amount of 
faith in their government?  What would you say?  Can we trust our leaders?  
Iíll have another poll here.  How many of you think we can trust our leaders?  
Again, this is how you word the question and very vague kinds of questions 
will obviously affect your response here.  Again, thereís always some 
qualifications here.  But, by and large, can we trust our leaders?  Yes or no?  
How many of you say yes?  Okay.  How many of you say no?  A few of you.  Okay.  
How has that changed over time?  Many years ago did we tend to have more trust 



or less trust?
[Inaudible student response]
Good.  At one point in time we had a fair amount of trust in our 

government and our leaders and politicians.  But something happened around 
that time.  It wasnít Viet Nam, per se, although that was part of it.  But the 
major political watergate event was ó do you know?  Watergate.  Okay.  The 
attempted break-in by the Republican National Committee into the Democratic 
Party Headquarters and the cover-up by Richard Nixon.  That was Watergate.  
And that really ó if you looked at peopleís polls over a period of time, trust 
in government, trust in our leaders, trust in our President and major figures, 
really declined because of that and with Watergate.  And certainly we have a 
fairly healthy degree of cynicism today toward our leaders.  And whenever we 
hear of different kinds of scandals in government, things that are going on ó 
if itís Whitewater by the Clintons or some other things that may be going on ó 
whatever it could be, you know, a lot of these things helped to further deepen 
our cynicism and our mistrust of some government leaders.

But hereís my point I want to say about this.  While we have grown 
increasingly cynical over time, again marked in part by what happened with 
Watergate and since then, have we lost our faith in democracy?  Have we lost 
our faith in our system itself?  Not the leaders, but the system.  Do we still 
believe in our system?  Absolutely.  We still ó even though we have sometimes 
distrusted our leaders, we have certainly not lost faith in our system.  And 
that goes back to the whole idea about faith in democracy as being one of 
those underlying elements as well.

Itís very important and whenever youíre taking a class in political 
science, youíre gonna come across some material about the role of the media in 
our society.  Particularly the broadcast media has really changed the nature 
of politics in some many ways.  I mean, one of the reasons why weíre always 
clamoring for campaign finance reform because of all this money thatís in 
politics, where is all that money going?  And donít say into the pockets of 
the politicians.  That money is being used for something.  Whatís it being 
used for?  If Iím raking in millions of dollars for my campaign, do you know 
where the majority of my money is going?  Advertising campaigns, right?  
Particularly television advertisements.  It costs a lot of money. 

In a lot of ways, television has in so many different ways really changed 
the landscape of politics.  You know, many, many years ago politicians would 
go from train to train ó from seat to seat on a train in what was called a 
stump tour or stump speech.  And they would basically meet a group of people 
at the train station and share with them their vision for America and their 
agenda.  And now you donít need to do that.  I mean, you can get on a TV and 
broadcast this to all these markets all across the U.S., and really 
potentially have the ability to reach millions of viewers at one time.  Just 
like we have the Super Bowl and the commercials there.  And the reason why 
theyíre so expensive is because they know there are, what, probably 50 million 
viewers or so, you know, watching this at one time.  So television like 
advertisements has changed the nature of advertisements, have certainly 
changed the nature of politics as well.

Probably again, talking about watershed events, one of the biggest 
watershed events that we see with the role of TV in politics was back in 1960 
again with John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon.  Weíre pulling Nixon and 
Kennedy back together here.  The first televised presidential debate was 
during 1960.  Does anybody remember what happened?  I know you were alive back 
then, right, just like I was.  Back then ó what do people say about those 



debates?  Why were they important?  Not because they were just the first one, 
but what do, you know, commentators ó what have they said about the importance 
of those events?  Who won the debate?  On TV.  Kennedy did.   Now, if you were 
actually driving in your car and you heard these debates on the radio, who won 
the debate?  Nixon.  But on TV, Kennedy came across as suave and debonaire, 
charming, as having a lot of charisma, as having a very good command of the 
facts.  He had makeup on.  Kennedy did not have makeup on ó Iím sorry ó Nixon 
did not have makeup on.  Nixon had this very, very white, kind of pasty 
expression on his face.  You saw beads of sweat pouring from him.  He looked 
nervous, agitated.  And so a lot of people who look at those thought that 
Kennedy did a better job and a lot of political scholars suggest that the 
reason why ó it was a very, very close election and Nixon probably would have 
won had it not been for that television debate.  But that television debate 
swayed viewers enough to the point that it put Kennedy slightly over ó it 
wouldíve given a slight margin and he became our President.  So again, thatís 
one of the reasons why they talk about the role of media in politics and one 
of the watershed events that took place.

When I think about the media and the importance of it, one of the things 
that I like to talk about is can we trust the media ó you know, can we trust 
politicians and can we trust the media?  And specifically, what I like to know 
is does the media have a tendency to manipulate stories or, more specifically, 
you know, are news stories objective?  Of, even better, is there a liberal 
bias in the media?  Now, I would like to again ask you ó Iím taking a lot of 
different polls here today ó is there a liberal bias in the media?  What do 
you think?  How many of you say thereís a liberal bias in the media?  Raise 
your hands.  Okay.  How many of you say thereís not a liberal bias in the 
media?  Anybody?  Okay.  Little bit?  Okay.

This is where the two, by the way, come in very, very interesting.  But 
the point here is that media people really do question the objectivity of news 
stories because members of the national media often have views that tend to be 
different from the average citizen.  You know, there are some stories that 
have shown the editors and reporters and TV producers and commentators tend to 
be far more liberal than the average voter in general.  This is where the 
reading by Goldberg and Hightower come in, so really make sure you read this.

For those who did read this, Goldberg was the first reading, heís the one 
who makes the argument that there is liberal bias.  What does he say?  Anybody 
know?  One of the things that Goldberg makes his argument is essentially that 
you look at a lot of statistics ó and he cites a lot of different statistics ó 
that show, for example, different surveys.  Hereís a famous one that he uses.  
There was a 1985 poll conducted by the Los Angeles Times and it was over 
several thousand people that compared journalists versus the public at large.  
And they asked specific questions about ó that really speak to somebodyís 
ideology.  And what they found is that a lot of different positions.  The 
journalists were much more likely than the average American voter to express a 
more liberal position.  So, for example, the journalists were more likely to 
vote Democrat.  They were more likely to favor certain positions, such as the 
increased funding for school lunch programs, for education, or for drug 
rehabilitation.  They were less likely to express government support for 
things like strong military.  Again, some of your traditional kinds of issues 
that divide Republicans from Democrats.  What they found was that among 
journalists versus the average American voter ó you know, the non-journalist 
public ó that the journalists would consistently express a more liberal 
position.  And Goldberg does a very good job of citing statistic after 



statistic of showing some of these things.
And so ó and Iím gonna come back to Hightower in just a second here.  

Again, you canít refute the evidence of what the polls show.  Journalists do 
express a more liberal position in certain issues.  But that brings me to a 
question.  Besides the fact thereís a clear tendency for that, at least among 
national journalists, but the question is this.  If there is a bias ó and this 
is a real clear thing ó if there is a bias, is that bias reflected in news 
stories?  I mean, I will be the first to say look at the evidence.  The 
evidence suggests there is a more liberal tendency among journalists.  But the 
real question here ó there are a couple of other questions that flow from 
this.  One is if there is a bias, is it really reflected in news stories?  
What do you think?

[Inaudible student response]
Dan Rather?  What do you mean by Dan Rather?  Good answer, but what do you 

mean by that?  It was something that related to ó during the Kerry and Bush 
election, some connections that Bush had in the Air Force he was in the Air 
National Guard, and some of the facts surrounding that.  And apparently they 
were a little too quick to rely upon hearsay and some evidence was not really 
well documented.  That, by the way, was really a very serious violation of 
journalistic ethics.  Are there any journalist majors in here, by any chance?  
Iíd like to hear your perspective if thatís the case.  He basically was called 
on the carpet for that and profusely apologized.  Of course, he was also 
forced to resign because of that as well.

Now, the thing I think is interesting is ó and Iím gonna talk a little bit 
more about this ó the reading by Hightower actually talks a little bit more 
about some other issues.  So again, weíre gonna focus on that in just a bit, 
too.  Hightower says thereís not really a bias at all.  But let me come back 
to this for now.  If there is a bias reflected in news stories?  Sometimes 
yes, according to Aaron.  And heís right.  Sometimes yes.  Itís something that 
bias can actually be either way, by the way.  But let me suggest to you this 
as well.  If you think about journalists and when theyíre thinking about doing 
a story, youíve gotta kind of know and understand a little bit more about 
their day-to-day ó what influences their day-to-day work.  And there are three 
basic types of standards to which journalists normally adhere in reporting 
stories.  Letís talk a little bit about each one of these.

First of all, thereís a need to meet an urgent deadline.  Sometimes when 
stories are news-breaking and very, very timely, theyíve gotta get something 
out.  What youíre wanting to do is simply get the facts on paper or on your 
computer and send it to be printed out or broadcast.  Youíve got an urgent 
deadline.  You donít necessarily have time to think about, ìGeez, how much 
bias can I interject here to make it fit?î  Again, a counter to that would be 
just a subconscious process.  You know, because you have a liberal position, 
itís a subconscious process.  But again, others would say, ìNo, thatís not 
gonna really kick in if youíve got these kinds of constraints operating in 
your job.î

Another one I think is actually more compelling or equally compelling, at 
least, is a professional obligation to be fair and to tell the truth.  
Journalists, if theyíre really worth their salt, I mean, they really are very 
much concerned about their integrity, journalistic integrity.  And a lot of 
people are actually very, very upset about the CBS scenario that did not check 
the sources accurately and quickly enough, and tended to report too quickly.  
They saw that as a violation of journalistic ethics.

Remember when we talked a little bit before the other day about this idea 



of socialization?  We talked about political socialization.  Well, thereís 
other kinds of processes like organizational socialization or professional 
socialization, and I think this is very important here.  A lot of people who 
go on into journalism, in the field of journalism, and become very ó you know, 
have an impact, they feel very ó they go to school.  They very probably have a 
Masterís degree.  And the longer you are in school, not matter what your 
profession, the longer youíre in school the more youíre gonna be socialized 
into the norms of your profession. 

So, as for example, if Iím going into the medical field, Iím gonna have 
certain types of ó  a code of ethics thatís going to influence how I act, 
right, as a professor.  The longer ó having been in school for a long time, I 
have a certain code of ethics that compelled me to do certain things and that 
prevent me from doing other things.  So, for example ó I donít know if we 
should put this on TV or not, but I would never take money for a grade.  Nor 
should anybody, for that matter.  So donít even try here.  But, I mean, you 
know, for example, somebody might come up to me and say, ìIíll give you $500 
if you change my grade from a D to an A.î  Thereís just no way I could do 
that.  Why?  Because ó again, donít even try it.  The reason why is because of 
the fact that it would violate my own sense of personal integrity thatís 
basically formed my professional socialization.  The more you are within a 
field or profession, all of these professions will have their own codes of 
ethics.  The journalists have their own codes of ethics as well.

So the idea, then, that if youíre not fair and youíre not telling the 
truth, thatís gonna violate your professional standards.  Itís gonna violate 
your sense of ethics and integrity.  Again, it doesnít mean it canít happen.  
I mean, I know doctors there who violate their ethics and their code of 
ethics.  I mean, youíre always gonna find the bad apples here every now and 
then.  But by and large, though, if you have been imbued with your ó 
professionally socialized, socialized to the norm of your profession, then 
youíre gonna have this obligation to be fair and tell the truth.  And youíre 
gonna be very, very careful about interjecting your own opinions.  Journalists 
call this editorializing.  If you think editor, editorial, editorializing.  
Thatís what journalists say.  You are editorializing.  Again, your fellow 
journalists will criticize you for that.

Let me also give you another criterion as well, the desire to attract an 
audience.  You have to realize that in a lot of ways the fact that thereís 
also the desire to attract an audience because ratings today really do mean 
something.  And so if you are writing to a particular audience in mind, I 
think again youíre gonna be kind of concerned about, if your audience tends to 
be more moderate or conservative, interjecting your own position.

Now, I think itís -- interestingly, a lot of journalists have argued that 
all they do ó again, thereís some debate here ó but all they do is simply 
serve as a mirror to society.  Again, I think Hightower would agree with that 
but Goldberg would disagree.  But a lot of journalists will simply say ó Iíve 
heard them say that they serve as a mirror to society that reflects the world.  
In fact, one journalist recently said the quote, ìThe news is not a reporterís 
perception of what happens.  It is simply what happens.î

Now, I am not trying to suggest to you that we donít need to worry about 
these kinds of issues because we do.  Iím just trying to give you both sides 
of the equation here.  So understand sort of the logic of the argument here 
before you leave today.  And the first thing I started back with is, is there 
a liberal bias?  The answer is ó well, we do know that surveys have shown over 
and over again that journalists do tend more often than not to express liberal 



position.  But the question is, is it reflected in news stories?  It may be.  
It has been.  But sometimes it isnít because of these factors. 

But, to me, the real kicker is this: Does this bias ó if there is a bias 
to begin with, does it really affect what you believe?  Does it influence what 
you believe?  It can.  And the answer, Amy ó thatís correct.  It can, but how 
can it?  In what cases does it?  Thatís a very good point.  Amy is suggesting 
here that, for example, you look at some of the content of some stories in the 
paper here, that instead of looking at the way theyíre wording certain issues 
ó like, for example, in terms of abortion ó Iím having to repeat this here ó 
is the idea of calling people pro-choice or pro-life or pro-life position, 
pro-choice position, theyíre calling it pro-choice or anti-abortion and the 
ìantiî creates a negative slant.

That actually brings me to this question.  So letís say hypothetically 
that thereís an underlying intent on the part of the newspaper to portray pro-
life in a negative view.  Does that change peopleís viewpoint in terms of 
ultimately are they gonna change and say, ìYou know, I was pro-life but now 
Iím pro-choice.î  Thatís a very good point.  Again, what they choose to show 
may actually create one thing.  That goes back to actually reinforcing ó Iím 
getting ahead of myself.  But in cases where you really donít know the whole 
thing, they can have an influence in some respects.  But weíre gonna actually 
ó what I want to do on Friday is to come back and ó again, letís crack this 
argument.  Read those two readings by ó Iím glad weíre able to talk a little 
bit more about this.  Please make sure you read these because theyíre so 
important.  Theyíre very, very good pro and con about this.  And then weíre 
gonna continue our discussion as we go on through.

What Iíd like to try to do, then, is weíll finish up this chapter on the 
media on Friday for sure.  So thatís where you should be in terms of your 
readings.


